MANAGEMENT TRAINEES (2)
About PCX
Plastic Credit Exchange (PCX) is the world’s first global non-profit plastic offset program. Founded in
the Philippines, PCX partners with sustainability-conscious businesses around the world to
responsibly offset their plastic footprint and reduce the flow of plastic waste into our landfills and
oceans.
PCX has built a broad and growing ecosystem of carefully vetted collaborators that recover, process,
and recycle plastic waste while continuously seeking out innovative, environmentally sound solutions
for plastic waste reduction. PCX also supports environmental protection with programs that improve
livelihoods and scale up social impact.

About the Role
PCX’s Management Trainee Program is an intense 2-year program that aims to accelerate the
career development of fresh graduates or early-career talents.
You will receive coaching from passionate mentors, training and learning materials covering various
functions, and handling special projects for PCX. You will also receive training or mentoring from
industry experts that will provide invaluable lessons in different stages of the program. Most
importantly, you will directly impact PCX’s mission of making plastic neutrality a reality.
Plastic Credit Exchange is looking for Management Trainees (MT) to handle the organization’s
day-to-day supply chain and logistics, and operations departments.
Key Responsibilities
●
●
●

End-to-end Operations Management
Data Analytics
Industry Research & Partnerships

Who are we looking for?
We are looking for fresh graduates of an undergraduate or master’s degree or early career
professionals with a degree in Business, Industrial Engineering, Management Engineering with a
great desire to change the world for the better.
● Outstanding record of academic achievement or has finished their studies while working.
● Demonstrates exceptional analytical and quantitative problem-solving skills
● A fast learner who wants to continuously improve and keep learning new things all the time
● Proven record of leadership in a work setting or through extracurricular activities
● Willing to roll up their sleeves and conduct fieldwork in warehouses, materials recovery
facilities, or manufacturing facilities whenever necessary.
● Has the ability to work effectively with people at all levels in an organization
● Has the ability to work collaboratively in a team environment
● Has a strong sense of social justice and high ethical standards

